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**Introduction**

All human being is facing a “historical process.” In the process of history, many dynamics have occurred in both the *in concreto* and *in abstracto* worlds. Indonesian Muslims have also undergone the same thing, and in this important work, Kuntowijoyo attempts to map out the historical journey of Indonesian Muslims, using structural and cultural analysis that can explain the various essential roles of in this country.  

The development of Islam in Indonesia gives the massive impact on the Indonesian history. The Dynamics of the History of Islamic Society in Indonesia is one of important works of Kuntowijoyo that was first published in 1985 covering his articles he wrote during 1984 - 1985 and then republished in 2017. This book portrays the development of Islamic society in Indonesia with a unique point of view. The author used sociocultural and socio-economic perspective to analyze the history of Islamic civilization from the early stage until the industrialization era, which rarely becomes the concern of intellectuals in Indonesia.  

Kuntowijoyo was one of outstanding historian, professor in Gadjah Mada University, Muhammadiyah activist and a humanist. His works

According to Kuntowijoyo, history has prophetical means. It does not only explain social transformation but also gives the spirit of change; history leads the transformation based on the society’s goals of transformation, which are compatible with the purpose (mission) of Islamic history.\(^1\) In this book, Kuntowijoyo applies social science and the value of tauhid as the primary framework of analysis on the establishment of an Islamic society.

Kuntowijoyo was well-known for his perspective of the middle way or Islamic objectification. It means he neither support the idea of secularism nor Islamization. Religion is supposed live in not only the private space but also public space.\(^2\)

**The Journey of Islamic Society in Indonesia**

The author begins his analysis by portraying the character of Islam in Indonesia which already changed from its original place, the Middle East. Islam in Indonesia had grown in an agrarian society with its specific nature: static and immobile.

He divides the phase of the history of Islamic society in Indonesia into three periods: the period of utopia, the period of ideology, and the period of the idea. In the utopian era, the form of Islamic society is patrimonial. The people’s life was driven by the mites or religious-mistic beliefs. Whereas, in the ideological period, Islamic Society (*ummah*) began to organize themselves into ideological movements,

---


for instance, Serikat Islam (SI) and Masyumi. In the period of idea or knowledge, science and thought had already developed. In this period, everything should be analyzed in the detail more practical to solve the problems or the impasse. This period is characterized by the specialization in Islamic knowledge, the rapid growth of Islamic universities, the development of Islamic economy and so on.

The discourse about technocratic society in this book is quite a concern. This is understandable, bearing in mind that in mind, that this book was written and published in the New Order, when industrialization and technocratic society were being developed. In this era, industrialization determined the religious life in the society, such as the growth of the idea of secularism inside ummah and the role of capital toward the political map in Indonesia. The ruling class starts to involve in a big business domain, to gain their own economic interest. Hence, the conflict of class become greater. The shift of society’s values is inevitable. Materialism and economic rationalism drive the technocratic society, so there is no place for the transcendent social thought (social thought based on tawhid)

Unfortunately, Islamic movement that work to build up the expected Islamic society always get into the schism. The movements like Serikat Islam (SI) and Masyumi which got their heyday as the ideological organization at that time, eventually divided into two big factions: integrationist that merged with the nationalist movements and isolationist that seceded from the nationalist then become the exclusive Islamic movement. The schism is the biggest factor of undeveloped and attenuation of the Islamic movement, even shoved from national political life. Even though, there was the role of political parties like NU, PSII, PERTI, but they only had an insignificant role. The absence of the concept of socioeconomic become one of the causes of schism within the ummah. When the discourse of Islamic society’s development has not been well-formed, the Islamic movement tends to lose their social bases, like what happened in the case of SI and Masyumi.
Kuntowijoyo recommends to bring back the pattern of Islamic movement through an integrationist yet systematical approach, such as the pattern of SI and Masyumi movement during their heyday. Systematical movement means it courageously takes a side during the development era which creates a deep social gap in the society. The role of Muslim intellectuals is the key to the development of science, the idea of Islamic society and the goals of tawhid. The mosques are supposed to be the basis of the Islamic movement in social transformation. The role of masjid recently was reduced only for the individual worship aspects, for instance, shalih. Meanwhile, masjid in the Prophet’s era had the bigger role, even masjid became the basis of sociocultural and socioeconomic activities. By revitalizing musyarakah as the socio-economic work, masjid will become the center of social transformation.

**Quo Vadis the Future of Ummah in Indonesia**

Even though the background of book’s writing was in the New Order, Kuntowijoyo gave an outstanding analysis and critical reflection of the development of Islamic society. Thus, this book is still relevant to be the core of historical study and Islamic thought. Sociocultural and economic perspective as the approach of the historical Islamic society study is the excellent point of this book. This is because this kind of thought is rarely written by contemporary Muslim intellectuals in Indonesia.

Social phenomena like the severe social fragmentation, the schism of the ummah, and the shift of core Islamic movement into pragmical politics are supposed to get serious attention. There is no clear position of our ummah in the social gap problem. The religious domain ends up with the individual worship aspects and forgetting the social worship aspect. This apathy behavior and the shift of worship orientation precisely cause a severe social gap. Meanwhile, in term of economical power, our society become better. For instance, in 2015 and 2016, based on the data of the Ministry of Religious Affairs.
approximately 155,000 to 156,000 Muslims went to pilgrimage (hajj). Every single person needs about 34 million rupiahs for hajj. And, many of our people go to Hajj and Umrah more than once. Nevertheless, the better economic power of our society cannot cut the level of social gap because there is no collective awareness of Ummah to organize and distribute their wealth in order to solve the socio-economic problems.

The condition of the Islamic society, its nature, culture and movements from the early stage until the present era is supposed to reflect on ummah’s journey and to formulate the solution and the future movement. Islamic movement is supposed to ignore the sectoral ego or several parties’ interest to achieve the greater purposes. Therefore, social problem like socioeconomic gap can be reduced. The movement of SI and Masyumi of their heyday were supported by a various level of society: from the element of labors and peasants, middle class, and upper class. The Islamic movement did not merely focus on elite political struggle or particular groups, but also to defend the rights of marginalized people. Hence, the foundation of the movement will become stronger by the support of various elements as the social basis.

The digital era influences the pattern of people’s life which differs from the earlier era. The negative impact of media and information in the digital era for our ummah is the lost of identity. For instance, the shifting function of religion as media of commercialization, thus the spirit of ummah become materialistic and worldly orientation. Besides that, the role of media in social segregation is relatively high. Mass media and social media, drive the schism of society into various faction caused by the hoax and the open conflict in the media.

Therefore, Islamic society should re-formulate the movement pattern in the digital era. This book provides the paramount reference of social condition and its analysis from every period, which can be the future improvement of Ummah to adjust the changes and establish the better movement.

---

The weakness of this book is that it is less comprehensive and on its historical description and analysis because the book was adapted from the articles. However, readers can enjoy this book because the systematical language in this book is easy to follow, accessible and straight to the points. Therefore, this book provides firm yet brief historical description and reflection.
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